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From: M W < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 4:57 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@LegacyLA.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-
thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember Blumenfield; contactcd4@lacity.org; 
paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; Councilmember Rodriguez; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against 
“hotlists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its racist profiling and 
gaslight community members who know and report their experiences by failing to sustain a single racial 
profiling complaint. No dashboard can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We 
demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops and no more funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; through fear of shared knowledge and public 
comment, the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on the number of speakers 
and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by police are the most knowledgeable 
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about the real-world effects of the matters before the board and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you 
need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Michele Wetteland 
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From: Jessi Jones < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 4:58 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Jessi Jones 
90004 
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From: Michelle King < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 4:33 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) cameras and 
software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates and 
anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking. 
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and has 
even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares 
information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This 
surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in 
Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our 
communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD has 
existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, 
brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated 
every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report 
their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this 
for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more 
funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - allow the public to speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda 
items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that 
the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, without restrictions on number of speakers and without time 
limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world 
effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and it's imperative that you hear from 
them.  
 
In community, 
 
Michelle King  
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From: Angela McLafferty < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 3:14 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate 

Reader (ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. 
ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in 
databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by 
ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many years as 
part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement 
agencies as well as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get 
license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion 
centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will 
continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track 
plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs 
be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or 
RIPA. For as long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering 
stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher 
rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that 
LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members 
who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. 
There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. 
We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must 
have input on agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of 
public knowledge and public comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of 
speakers and no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing 
are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, 
and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Angela McLafferty 
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From: Katie Miles < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 3:09 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Katie Miles  
Los Angeles, 90026 
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From: Beth Baker < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 3:05 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 

 
In 4a, the LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything else in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous peoples at far higher rates than those of white 
people, and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported 
on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist 
profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a 
single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community 
members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the 
collection of RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

In a true democracy, there would be no restrictions on the number of speakers and no 45-minute time 
limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear 
what they have to say.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Dr. Beth F. Baker 
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From: Sean Donahue < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 2:51 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed,  
Sean Donahue  
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From: Jason Reedy < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 2:19 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Crooked Commissioners, 
 
First and foremost, tell Steve Soboroff to shut his mouth when I'm giving my public comment. If he can't take 
criticism, then he should retire from the commission.   
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) 
cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s 
license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are 
heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store 
the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, 
and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. 
LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that 
store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, 
disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this 
contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities! 
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as 
LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and 
arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has 
additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s 
stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight 
community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial 
profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We 
demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda 
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items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-
minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable 
about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you 
need to hear what they have to say.  
 
 
Fuck off, 
Jason 
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From: Christina Chapman < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 

Christina Chapman (She/Her) 
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From: Sarah Bowers < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 1:50 PM
To: Police Commission; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; 
Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4
@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: BOPC Public Comment: 2/1/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Board of Commissioners and City Council Members: 
 
As a citizen of Los Angeles District 11 I'm writing to submit public comments to the LAPC Meeting. 
 
Agenda Item 4A 
As with all surveillancing tools LAPD uses (and you continue to allow), Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR) cameras 
are used disproportionately towards black, brown, and poor communities. The pictures ALPR cameras take are then 
checked against "hot lists" and stored for years as part of LAPD's continued infringement of privacy rights, tracking, and 
stalking.  
 
LAPD already invades citizens' privacy rights plenty enough with all of the data they track on especially Black, brown, and 
immigrant communities. LAPD already does this by sharing information with ICE through fusion centers. Adding ALPRs 
will expand LAPD's massive surveillance system, thus expanding their systems of discrimination.  
 
We demand you reject this contract and remove ALPRs from our community. 
 
Agenda Items 5A-5B 
We already know that LAPD has along history of discrimination and continues to show a deep racial bias, orders for 
stops, frisks, searches, interrogations, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at a far higher rate than white 
folks. This has been proven every year. But you for some reason trust LAPD to do its own investigations and each year it 
conveniently finds that zero of their actions were due to racial profiling. This is obviously bullshit, but you as the 
commission still continue to allow it to happen. The way to improve LAPD's discrimination is to completely stop LAPD's 
use of pretect stops and to end funding for RIPA data. 
 
General Public Comment: Public Comment Limitations 
Stop capping your meetings’ public comment period at a mere forty-five minutes. You give 45 minutes for 
public comment from a city of 4 million people. Despite your weekly protestations to the contrary, you are 
silencing the voices of Angelenos by limiting who can speak at your meetings, and for how long. 
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Let people speak after each agenda item; the other way doesn’t make sense. 

Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects 
of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
 
General Public Comment: LAPC Meeting Time 
Why are these meetings held at the same time as City Council and Board of Supervisor meetings? Can we 
please change the meeting time so more people can participate in the meetings? 
 
Sincerely, 
Sarah Bowers 
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From: Mads Gauger < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 1:40 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Mads Gauger 
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From: Dawy Rkasnuam < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 1:38 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) cameras 
and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates 
and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and 
has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already 
shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze 
data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan 
and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be 
removed from our communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD 
has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of 
Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been 
demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the 
commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who 
know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard 
that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of 
pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items 
after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the 
Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute 
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
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world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what 
they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Dawy Rkasnuam 
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From: SHERRY VARON < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 1:25 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
LAPCFails;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: : Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

 
 
Commissioners, 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Sherry varon 
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From: Mayank Keshaviah < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 1:14 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: My Public Comments for the BOPC on Jan. 31, 2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

To the Police Commissioners,  
 
In agenda item 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) 
cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license 
plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and has 
even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares 
information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This 
surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in 
Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our 
communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD has 
existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, 
brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated 
every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report 
their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this 
for LA’s Black community members and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more 
funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after 
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police 
Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute 
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they 
have to say.  
 
Disgustedly, 
 
Mayank Keshaviah 

Los Angeles, CA 90034 
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From: Audrey Georg < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 1:03 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: My public comment for the PC meeting on 2/1/22

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Audrey Georg 
 

“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the 
oppressor.”  Desmond Tutu 
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From: Deborah Markus < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 12:52 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Deborah Markus 
Resident of L.A. County for over 30 years 
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From: Court Val < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 12:41 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 

Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale 
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@legacyla.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; 
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen 
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
tips@laist.com; wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/22

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say. 
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Thank you, 
Courtney Valentine  
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From: Tiana McKenna < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 12:36 PM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners,  
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) cameras and 
software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates and 
anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and has 
even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares 
information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This 
surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in 
Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our 
communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD has 
existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, 
brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated 
every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report 
their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this 
for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more 
funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after 
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police 
Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute 
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they 
have to say.  
 
Sincerely, 
Tiana McKenna 
Los Angeles 90042  
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From: J.Stephen Brantley < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:58 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
J.Stephen Brantley 
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From: Jennifer Maldonado Tooley < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 

Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale 
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@LegacyLA.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; 
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen 
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
tips@laist.com; wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

 
Commissioners, 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
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knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
Signed, 
Jennifer Tooley  
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From: Carolina Goodman < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:28 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. 
Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; James 
Queally; Eric Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Dear Commissioners,  
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. I reject 
this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. I demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops. 
 
Thank you, 

 
— Carolina Goodman 
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From: Emma Olson < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:23 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) 
cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s 
license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are 
heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store 
the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, 
and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. 
LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that 
store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, 
disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this 
contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as 
LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and 
arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has 
additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s 
stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight 
community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial 
profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We 
demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda 
items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
 
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-
minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable 
about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you 
need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Emma Irene Olson (she/her/hers) 
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From: Liz Cackowski < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:23 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  

 
 

Thank you for your time, 
Liz  
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From: Kelly Reilly < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:16 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@legacyla.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; james.queally@latimes.com; 
mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-
thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; 
paul.krekorian@lacity.org; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; TeamCD4; 
paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Kelly 
 
KELLY REILLY  
Actor | Comedian 
mobile:  
email:  
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From: Greg Irwin < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:11 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Gregory Irwin 
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From: Lucas O'Connor < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 11:02 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Lucas O'Connor 
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From: Sheila BLM < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; 

contactcd4@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; William J. Briggs, II; Richard Tefank; Sandra 
Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.price@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; tips@laist.com; 
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Police Commission; 
Michel Moore

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
 
Signed, 
 
In community, 
 
Sheila A. Bates 
She/her/hers 
 
TAKE ACTION... sign the petition to fire LAPD Chief 

Moore http://tinyurl.com/FireLAPDChiefMoore  
 
“I believe in the sweat of love and in the fire of truth.” -Assata Shakur 
 
(Sent from my cell phone) 
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From: Maraky Alemseged < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:51 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Maraky 
 
 
--- 

 
To help protect you r priv acy, Microsoft Office 
prevented au tomatic download  of this picture from  
the Internet.

 

Help us celebrate our 15 year anniversary! #BAJIAT15  
Maraky Alemseged (she/they) 
 Los Angeles Organizer, Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI) 
 New York City | Los Angeles | Atlanta | Oakland | Washington, DC | Miami 
 Telephone:   Email:  
 Learn more: www.BAJI.org 

 

 
Los Angeles Office: 7526 Crenshaw Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90043 
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From: Maraky Alemseged < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Maraky 
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From: Harrison Weinfeld < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Fails 
Lapc; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Harrison Weinfeld 
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From: Kenny Stevenson < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

 
Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) cameras and 
software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates and 
anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and has 
even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares 
information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This 
surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in 
Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our 
communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD has 
existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, 
brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated 
every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report 
their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this 
for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more 
funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after 
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police 
Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute 
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they 
have to say.  
 
Signed,  
Kenny Stevenson 
-- 
Check out: 
 
twitter.com/kennygstevenson 
www.kennygstevenson.com 
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From: T < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:33 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; Councilmember Bonin; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022 (An LAPD helicopter hoovered over MacArthur Park 
for over 40 minutes at 3AM in the morning...)

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

An LAPD helicopter hoovered over the MacArthur Park community for over 40 minutes 
on 01/29/22 and I'm wondering how that was public safety??? How did that HELP the 
residents that have to go to work at  7AM in the morning now that their sleep was 
disrupted by loud noise and pollution and how does it help unhoused residents, some of 
which are struggling with mental, behavioral, and rehabilitation healthcare needs??? That 
constant loud helicopter noise and pollution is definitely triggering PTSD in residents who 
DON'T NEED to be triggered!  
 
We are living in a violent colonist system and right now more than anything our 
communities need investments. It's critical for the well-being of EVERYONE as a 
collective. NO! ......more armed police are not going to help us because as we saw in North 
Hollywood, spraying off bullets to kill a person likely experiencing mental health issues 
impacted innocent civilians specifically Valentina Orellana Peralta (and her family) whose 
life was stolen by an officer who was supposed to performing at a level that was above that 
of an average civilian.  
 
Poverty has continued to grow in our local communities, and as it grows so does crime. As 
we reimagine safety we must commit to dismantling the original slave patrols in order to 
form a new public safety team that does not join gangs and does not spray bullets into 
busy stores. We need more money going to workers in the mental and 
behavioral healthcare field.  
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When we see residents in and out of jail, that likely means something about the conditions 
they are living in when they are out of jail needs to change. We need youth gang and crime 
prevention programs. PSH wrapped with services (no it shouldn't feel like jail just because 
someone lives in permanent supportive housing). We need better family planning likely 
attached to planned parenthood and we need to restructure our no social service programs 
because they are out of wack at the moment. We need better programs and stabilization 
for our foster youth and so much more. Commit to safety but investing in and saving the 
next generation, 911, it's an EMERGENCY!!!!!  
 
https://twitter.com/HowTheWestWS/status/1487389292817051648  
--  
Best,  
Tieira 
 https://htwws.org/how-the-west-was-saved-the-state-of-our-well-being/ 
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From: Jack MacCarthy < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: Michel Moore; Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; 

Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; Dale 
Bonner; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 
james.queally@latimes.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@LegacyLA.org; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; 
mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Richard Tefank; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Eileen 
Decker; William J. Briggs, II; paul.koretz@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
tips@laist.com; wjbriggs@venable.com

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
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Signed, 
Jack MacCarthy  
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From: Athena Wheaton < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:23 AM
To: Police Commission; mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Re: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Good Morning Commissioners, 
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) 
cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s 
license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are 
heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store 
the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, 
and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. 
LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that 
store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, 
disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this 
contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as 
LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and 
arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has 
additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s 
stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight 
community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial 
profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We 
demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda 
items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-
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minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable 
about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you 
need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
Athena Wheaton 
Los Angeles resident 
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From: Ken Barnard < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:22 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) cameras and 
software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates and 
anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and has 
even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares 
information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This 
surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in 
Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our 
communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD has 
existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, 
brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated 
every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report 
their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this 
for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more 
funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after 
hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police 
Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute 
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they 
have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Ken Barnard 
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From: Adam Smith < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:16 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; Fails 
Lapc; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; Councilmember Bonin; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment - BOPC February 1st 2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Good morning loyal Garcetti soldiers past and present,  
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  

Hope your day of fundraising and upholding liberally-masked fascism is going just really, incredibly well! 
If you have any tips on sleeping at night I'd love to hear! Toodles.  
 
-Adam  
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From: Cody Sloan < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:15 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed,  
Cody Sloan  
--  
Cody Sloan  
pronouns: he/him/his (what's this?) 
MFA in Acting: UCSD '21  
www.codydsloan.com 
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From: Liz Sommer < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:11 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
 
 
Elizabeth Sommer  
Los Angeles resident  
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From: Shannon Herbert < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
 

In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 
(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Shannon Herbert  
 
 
 
--  
Shannon Herbert, Ph. D. 
shannonherbert.com 
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From: Magan Wiles < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:10 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
--  
magan (she/her) 
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From: Gina Viola < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; Councilmember Mike Bonin; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; TeamCD4; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment 2/1/22 THE ONLY CITIZENS VOICE IN POLICE AFFAIRS

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Gina Viola 

Gina Viola (she/her/hers) 

To help protect you r priv acy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

 

Corporate Address: 

Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Phone:   
Fax:   
http://www.tradeshowtemps.net 

***************** 

The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from 
disclosure. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the 
message and deleting it from your computer.  Thank you, Trade Show Temps. 
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From: Zach Sherwin < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC Fails; lou@legacyla.org; 
Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; wjbriggs@venable.com; 
tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; Queally, James; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; 
ericgarcetti@gmail.com; councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; Mitch O'Farrell; councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; 
councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 
It's bizarre that Steve Soboroff goes off camera for public comment. Decker? Calanche? Bonner? Briggs, even? Are you 
OK with your colleague doing that? Follow-up: how do you sleep at night? 
 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) cameras and 
software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of people’s license plates and 
anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor communities are heavily and 
disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot lists” and store the scans for many 
years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking. 
 
Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well as ICE, and has 
even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other agencies. LAPD already shares 
information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data warehouses that store and analyze data. This 
surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in 
Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our 
communities!  
 
Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long as LAPD has 
existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, and arrests of Black, 
brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has additionally been demonstrated 
every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s stop data. Further, the commission 
continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight community members who know and report 
their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this 
for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more 
funding for the collection of RIPA data.  
 
Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on agenda items after 
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hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public comment that the Police 
Commission does not currently allow this. 
 
Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and no 45-minute 
time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-
world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they 
have to say. 
 
Zach Sherwin 
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From: Nicole Donanian < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:04 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Nicole Donanian-Blandón 
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From: Ellen Denherder < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:04 AM
To: Police Commission
Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Ellen 
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From:
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:02 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022 

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
 
Signed, 
Becca vb 
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From: TIMOTHY HORNOR < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 10:00 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com;  
lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Timothy Hornor  
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From: Laura Adery < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Mayor Helpdesk; Eileen Decker; ethics.commission@lacity.org; 

Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; lapcfails@gmail.com; 
lou@LegacyLA.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; Mayor Garcetti; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 

 
Item 4a: LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and 
stalking. Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B: related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as long 
as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, interrogation, 
and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, and this has 
additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the department’s 
stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling and to gaslight 
community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single complaint of racial 
profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, and no policy. We 
demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of RIPA data.  

 
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this. Members of the communities most affected 
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by policing are by far the most knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and 
about LAPD in their neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  The fact that there has been 
no consideration of this ask after almost a year or requests is concerning and reflective of the choices this 
board is making on who to serve.  
 
Signed, 
Laura Adery, Ph.D.  
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From: Lizabeth Belli < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; LAPC 
Fails;  lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, II; 
wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
 

 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
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Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
 

Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Lizabeth 
 
 
 
Lizabeth Belli (she/her) 

 
 

#CareFirst 
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From: Carter Moon < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Carter Moon 
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From: Ted Trembinski < >
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2022 9:58 AM
To: Police Commission
Cc: mike.n.feuer@lacity.org; Los Angeles Mayor's Office; Eileen Decker; 

ethics.commission@lacity.org; Dale Bonner; Sandra Figueroa-Villa; Steve Soboroff; 
lapcfails@gmail.com; lou@legacyla.org; Richard Tefank; Michel Moore; William J. Briggs, 
II; wjbriggs@venable.com; tips@laist.com; kevin.rector@latimes.com; 
james.queally@latimes.com; mayor.garcetti@lacity.org; ericgarcetti@gmail.com; 
councilmember.ridley-thomas@lacity.org; councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; 
Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org; paul.krekorian@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Blumenfield@lacity.org; contactcd4@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; 
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org; 
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; 
Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org; 
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org

Subject: Public Comment BOPC 1/31/2022

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe.  

Commissioners, 
In 4a, LAPD is requesting a contract with Motorola to purchase Automated License Plate Reader 

(ALPR) cameras and software from Vigilant Solutions, recently acquired by Motorola. ALPRs take pictures of 
people’s license plates and anything in the area, and store them in databases. Black, brown, and poor 
communities are heavily and disproportionately targeted by ALPR patrols, which check the plates against “hot 
lists” and store the scans for many years as part of LAPD’s constant data gathering, tracking, and stalking.  
 

Vigilant Solutions continues to be widely used by local and national law enforcement agencies as well 
as ICE, and has even provided ICE with step-by-step guides on how to get license plate data from other 
agencies. LAPD already shares information with ICE through fusion centers, which are massive data 
warehouses that store and analyze data. This surveillance will continue and expand as LAPD adds additional 
ALPRs, disproportionately used to scan and track plates in Black, brown, and immigrant communities. We 
reject this contract, and demand ALPRs be removed from our communities!  
 

Items 5A and 5B are related to LAPD stops, and the Racial and Identity Profiling Act, or RIPA. For as 
long as LAPD has existed, police have demonstrated a deep racial bias, ordering stops, searches, 
interrogation, and arrests of Black, brown, and Indigenous folks at far higher rates than those of white folks, 
and this has additionally been demonstrated every year that LAPD or any other agency has reported on the 
department’s stop data. Further, the commission continues to allow LAPD to lie about its own racist profiling 
and to gaslight community members who know and report their experiences, by failing to sustain a single 
complaint of racial profiling. There is no dashboard that can improve this for LA’s Black community members, 
and no policy. We demand an end to LAPD’s use of pretext stops, and no more funding for the collection of 
RIPA data.  
 

Regarding public comment - let people speak after agenda items! The community must have input on 
agenda items after hearing additional information on the item; it is through fear of public knowledge and public 
comment that the Police Commission does not currently allow this.  
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Decrease Moore’s time and open up public comment, with  no restrictions on number of speakers and 
no 45-minute time limit. Members of the communities most affected by policing are by far the most 
knowledgeable about the real-world effects of the matters before the board, and about LAPD in their 
neighborhoods, and you need to hear what they have to say.  
 
Signed, 
Ted Trembinski 


